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Y E A R M O D E L F R O N T S P R I N G R E A R S P R I N G

Standard H/Duty Form Standard H/Duty Form

....Audi continued Audi

A4 (B5) quattro Vehicles fitted with Factory Sports Suspension
Type 8D2 Saloon 4-door

11.94 - 10.00 1.8 L 4x4 - - - 03133 - AC
1.8 L with A/C 4x4 - - - 03133 - AC

02.95 - 10.00 1.8 L - 20V Turbo manual 4x4 - - - 03133 - AC
1.8 L - 20V Turbo manual with A/C 4x4 - - - 03133 - AC
1.8 L - 20V Turbo automatic 4x4 - - - 03133 - AC
1.8 L - 20V Turbo automatic with A/C 4x4 - - - 03133 - AC

1997 - 10.00 2.4 L V6 4x4 - - - 03133 - AC
2.4 L V6 with A/C 4x4 - - - 03133 - AC

11.94 - 10.00 2.6 L V6 4x4 - - - 03133 - AC
2.6 L V6 with A/C 4x4 - - - 03133 - AC

11.94 - 10.00 2.8 L - 12V V6 manual 4x4 - - - 03133 - AC
2.8 L - 12V V6 manual with A/C 4x4 - - - 03133 - AC
2.8 L - 12V V6 automatic 4x4 - - - 03133 - AC
2.8 L - 12V V6 automatic with A/C 4x4 - - - 03133 - AC

2.8 L - 30V V6 manual 4x4 - - - 03133 - AC
2.8 L - 30V V6 manual with A/C 4x4 - - - 03133 - AC
2.8 L - 30V V6 automatic 4x4 - - - 03133 - AC
2.8 L - 30V V6 automatic with A/C 4x4 - - - 03133 - AC

07.96 - 10.00 1.9 L TDI Turbo Diesel 4x4 - - - 03133 - AC
1.9 L TDI Turbo Diesel with A/C 4x4 - - - 03133 - AC

1998 - 10.00 2.5 L - 24V V6 TDI Turbo Diesel manual 4x4 - - - 03133 - AC
2.5 L - 24V V6 TDI Turbo Diesel manual with A/C 4x4 - - - 03133 - AC

Always replace motor-vehicle road-springs in axle-pairs !
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2.5 L 24V V6 TDI Turbo Diesel manual with A/C 4x4 03133 AC
2.5 L - 24V V6 TDI Turbo Diesel automatic 4x4 - - - 03133 - AC
2.5 L - 24V V6 TDI Turbo Diesel automatic with A/C 4x4 - - - 03133 - AC

Type 8D5 Avant / Estate 5-door
11.94 - 09.01 All models1) 4x4 - - -

1) except S4, RS 4.

Note ! The coil-springs listed above are only suitable for vehicles fitted with factory sports suspension.

� Colour Code Information

Front coil-spring colour code :

-/- : 1x grey + 1x violet (factory sports suspension)

-/- : 1x grey + 2x violet (factory sports suspension)

-/- : 1x grey + 3x violet (factory sports suspension)

-/- : 1x green + 1x violet (factory sports suspension)

-/- : 1x green + 2x violet (factory sports suspension)

-/- : 1x green + 3x violet (factory sports suspension)

-/- : 1x yellow + 1x violet (factory sports suspension)

s e e a b o v e

Always replace motor-vehicle road-springs in axle-pairs !
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Coil-spring replacement should be entrusted to a qualified technician.
A compressed spring contains sufficient energy to cause serious injury if this energy is released sud-
denly.
We recommend that instructions from the vehicle manufacturers’ repair manual are followed
during coil-spring replacement.
Ensure the correct tools are to hand, e.g. a good quality spring compressor, before starting work.
Note the position of the spring ends, top and bottom, before removing the spring so that the new
spring can be installed in the same manner.
Ensure the spring compressor is firmly seated on the spring before compressing the spring.
Note the compressed height of the spring being removed in order to compress the spring to that
same height.
Over-compressing some modern designs of spring can cause irreparable damage to the spring.
Once the old spring has been removed, check the condition of the upper and lower spring seats,
replacing if necessary.
In many cases, replacement of the spring can only be achieved by removing the shock absorber
from the vehicle. Now is the time to check and replace faulty shock absorbers. This also applies to
any bushes, links or bumpstops which can be more easily replaced when the spring is removed.
Compare the shape of the new spring with the old spring, especially the ends, before fitting.
Check the spring compressor does not damage the epoxy coating on the spring during compression.
After fitting, check the spring is correctly located and has sufficient pre-load, i.e. cannot dislocate
when the suspension is on full droop.
Check the suspension alignment to ensure all values are within the vehicle manufacturer’s tolerances.
Check the headlight aim and adjust if necessary.
Always replace automotive road-springs in axle-pairs!

The Correct Spring – Every Time !

It is common for the vehicle manufacturer to make improvements to a vehicle during its production
life. Improvements in ride and handling often see the introduction of new coil-springs (and shock
absorbers). In some cases, the older part numbers are replaced by the new ones, but this is not
always the case. Quite often, the older numbers continue to be specified for earlier models. When
the new part number replaces the old one, however, the difference is usually visible to the mecha-
nic. For example, a vehicle manufacturer may reduce the total number of coils in a spring (to save
weight) and mechanics can find themselves replacing a spring having, for example, 5.5 coils with a
spring having only 4.5 coils.
SUPLEX makes every effort to keep abreast of such developments and strives to offer the mechanic
the correct specification every time. This attention to detail should not be overlooked : springs,
shock absorbers and anti-roll-bars work together and mis-matching these components can result in
poor ride and handling characteristics and dissatisfied clients.

Safety Information
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Denotes a spring of conical (funnel) shape
with one open (or closed) end, the other
end being ground square to the spring
axis.  Springs of this type generally have 
progressive pitch. 
Note that some springs may have a taper
forged instead of a ground end.

Denotes a spring of cylindrical shape with one
open (or closed) end, the other end being
ground square to the spring axis.  
Note that some springs may have a taper
forged end instead of a ground end 
and some springs may have taper wire.

Denotes a spring of conical (funnel) shape
with open or closed ends. Springs of this type
generally have progressive pitch and some
may have taper wire.

Denotes a spring of cylindrical shape with one open
(or closed) end, the other end reducing in outside
diameter to a pigtail shape at the tip.
Form AC can also denote a cylindrical spring which
has a slight reduction in outside diameter at one
end. Note that some springs may have taper 
wire.

Wen the coil-spring replaced the leaf-spring as the suspension 
medium on the passenger car, most coil-springs were cylindrical 
in shape with simple, open or closed or closed and ground ends.  
Springs having closed and ground ends are rarely seen on
modern cars, mainly for reasons of cost.  
Instead, the majority of coil-springs fitted to automobiles today
have end configurations which are  simple to produce on

modern coil-spring manufacturing machinery but which pro-
duce desirable effects on the car.  A special case is the Miniblock
spring manufactured from taper wire. These springs probably
represent the current state of the art where spring performance
is concerned.
Modern coil-spring manufacturing techniques allow chassis 
engineers to combine many features into one spring in order to

Denotes a spring of cylindrical shape 
with open or closed ends.  Note that some
springs may have taper wire.

Denotes a spring of cylindrical shape with one
open (or closed) end, the other end reducing
in outside diameter to a pigtail shape at 
the tip.
In addition, one end is ground square to the
spring axis.  Note that some springs may have
a taper forged end instead of a ground end.



Denotes a spring of cylindrical
shape with both ends reducing
in outside diameter to a pigtail
shape at the tip, the pigtails
having different diameters so
care is needed when fitting.

Denotes a spring of cylindrical
shape with both ends reducing
in outside diameter to a pigtail
shape at the tip, the pigtails
having the same diameters. 

satisfy a large performance envelope. The resulting spring may
have an unconventional shape. Spring form information in the
catalogue is provided for information only, part number select-
ion should be based on model, year of production, engine and
equipment levels and in some cases, colour code on the spring
itself. 

Denotes a spring of conical (funnel)
shape with one open or closed end,
the other end reducing in outside
diameter to a pigtail shape at 
the tip.

Denotes a spring of cylindrical shape with
both ends ground square to the spring axis.
Note that some springs of this type may have
taper forged ends instead of ground ends.

Denotes a spring of cylindrical shape with one
ground (or taper forged) end, the other end
reducing in outside diameter to a pigtail
shape at the tip.
Form BC can also denote a cylindrical spring
with a ground (or taper forged ) end which
has a slight reduction in outside diameter 
at the other end. 

Denotes a spring of conical (funnel) shape
with both ends ground square to the
spring axis.  Springs of this type generally
have progressive pitch. 

Denotes a Miniblock spring with
barrel or conical shape and which
is always manufactured from
taper wire to combine compact
dimensions with progressive
spring rate.   In the case of the
barrel shape, the ends of the
spring are formed into 
pigtails and these may not be
identical so care is needed
when fitting. 
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